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Purpose

Feedback

Consequences

Improve Performance
Change behavior
Reinforce behavior

Assumptions are seen as facts
Bad habits go unchecked
Death



Bill Gates

We all need people who
will give us feedback.
That’s how we improve. 



Find the Hidden
Object

How much help do you need?



Find the Hidden Object

When the searcher enters, don’t look at them.  Carry on a conversation with your colleagues
Don’t pay attention to them.  If they ask questions, ignore them.
Don’t move. Don’t look at them.

All of you should give negative feedback - no matter how close or far away they are from the ball. 
Give the kind of negative feedback that you might hear back in the workplace when someone is
dissatisfied with your performance 
Participants should NOT respond to any requests for direction or assistance (except with derision). 

All of you should give positive but non-specific feedback no matter how close or far away they are
from the ball. (e.g., "attaboy," "way to go," "I really like how you get after it," etc.)
You should NOT respond to any requests for direction or assistance (except with further
exclamations of "you can do it" or "we have faith in you"). 

All of you should give constructive specific feedback (e.g., “you’re looking in the right place” “maybe
if you looked higher/lower” “look in or around….” “you’re looking for a golf ball” etc.)
You CAN respond to any requests for direction or assistance (except telling exactly where the ball is
hidden.  You don’t want to do it for them)

 Get 4 volunteers
Have them leave the room & come in only when called
"Your task will be to find the golf ball in the time allotted"
• Debrief at the end

#1 Silent treatment: when volunteer #1 enters the room:

#2 Negative Feedback: when volunteer #2 enters the room:

#3 Positive Feedback: when volunteer #3 enters the room:

#4 Focused Specific Feedback



Brene' Brown

Clear is kind. Unclear is
unkind.

Back to Agenda Page



Feedback Summative
"Summarizes" the understanding of the learner

Formative
"Forms" the understanding of the learner



Observation
Tips

Specific
Ask questions until you get the specific data you need

Question
Ask open ended questions and allow for follow-up

Focused
Focus observation of 1 or 2 points for reliable data

Document
Just the facts - if it isn't documented, it didn't happen



Ed Batista 

Make feedback normal.
Not a performance
review.



Summarizes data collected

Where do you stand?
How do you improve?

                  BUT

Summative
feedback



Feedback along the way
Appreciation
Coaching
Evaluation

Formative
Feedback



Appreciation
Inspiring
Motivates and Encourages 

Coaching
Constructive
Drives improvement

Evaluation
Corrective
Understands expectations  

3 Kinds of
Formative
Feedback



Thomas Sydenham

The art of medicine was to
be properly learned only
from its practice and its
exercise. 



Barriers to  
Feedback

Culture
Solution: Identify areas of trust/mistrust

Fear
Solution: Stick to the facts

Time
Solution: Create a habit of observation & feedback

Back to Agenda Page



See
Something happens. 
We see and/or hear it.

Tell
We tell a story about it - to
ourselves or others

Act
We act on that emotion
rather than the facts

Feel
We feel an emotion based off
that story.

Overcoming barriers
to feedback



What just
happened?

Your driving down the road and someone
cuts in front of you
You get angry and yell at the person

STFA



Tip: Use links to go to the various resources of your
company.

How: Highlight text, click on the link symbol on the
toolbar, and paste the link of the document or websites
that you want to connect. 

S - T - F - A

S T F A What to do

What are your facts? Observed - no judgement - accurate 

What is your story? Mutual shared intentions

What is the learner’s reaction? Acceptance or defensiveness

What are next steps? Review mutual shared goals 



Still
nervous?

Average players want to
be left alone. 
Good players want to be
coached. 
Great players want to be
told the truth.

Doc Rivers



Next StepsCreate a
culture

Move
forward

Make it a
habit

Carve time
don't wait

Set expectations

Be upfront

Document 
keep notes

Notice positive
changes as well

as pitfalls

Be familiar with
feedback models 

Use tech or
calendar

reminders

1 Minute
Preceptor

Pendelton's Rules “I think it’s very important to have a
feedback loop, where you’re constantly
thinking about what you’ve done and
how you could be doing it better.” 
Elon Musk

ARCH instead of
sandwich

RIME model

Now what?



Hippocrates

The life so short, 
the craft so long to learn. 



Resources

Tip: Feedback models help you formulate &
deliver your feedback more effectily.  It
helps you structure what you want to say &
how you're going to say it.

What are other feedback models you've
used that aren't listed here?

RIME

ARCH

Pendelton's Rules

1-Minute Preceptor

Feedback Sandwhich

ATA

STOP

CAST

SFED

SBI

McKinsey

SKS



Feedback Models
RIME ARCH Pendleton's Rules 1-Minute Preceptor

Reporter - Interpreter - Manager - Educator Ask - Reinforce - Confirm - Help
What went well x2 - What can be improved x2 -

Plan of action

Get a commitment -- Probe for supporting
evidence - Teach general rules - Reinforce what

was done right - Correct any errors

Feedback Sandwich ATA STOP CAST

Positive - Negative - Positive
Ask what they know/want to know - Tell them

what they want to know - Ask them if they
understand/what else want to know

Specific - Timely -  Objeive/Observed - Plan Continue - Alter - Stop - Try

SFED SKS SBI McKinsey

Self-assessment - Feedback/Facts -
Encouragement - Direction

Stop - Keep - Start Situation - Behavior - Impact When you - I felt - In the future



Feedback is an act of caring

Start with: I heard, I saw,  I discovered, I noticed...

"I noticed something I'd like to share with you. Do you
have a minute now to talk about it?"

Caring feedback


